
We stand for teams



Helping teams adapt to 
remote work



How has remote work affected 
you and your team?



Coordinating across teams

Communication and tool fatigue

Managing shifting priorities and times

Limited visibility

Meeting follow-through

Feedback and approvals

Remote work challenges



Two challenges with remote work

Connecting team members and 
their workflows 

Connecting apps in your 
ecosystem



Where can hurdles and silos exist on a team?



Steps in a team’s workflows

Intake Prioritize ReviewCreate Hand off

In remote work environments, it can be hard to know who is doing what and by when

Hurdles and Silos:
Multiple handoffs, hidden data, 

delayed feedback, burnout and more



Tools that team use in their workflows

and more

COMMUNICATION

and more

PRODUCTIVITY

and more

FILES



Combining the team’s workflow with the ecosystem

and more

COMMUNICATION

and more

FILES

Workflows tend to span a variety of tools and teams can feel disconnected.

Intake

and more

PRODUCTIVITY

Create Hand offReviewPrioritize



Asana coordinates your team’s workflows so teams know 
what to do no matter where work happens

COORDINATION

Work management

and more

COMMUNICATION

and more

FILES

and more

PRODUCTIVITY



Do you have the right workflows 
and app ecosystem for remote 
work?



Our top 5 tips on remote work



Top areas of focus to help teams with remote workflows

Effective and actionable meetingsKeep everyone aligned

Provide visibility into work Connect to other tools you use Find info and get feedback



1.  Provide visibility into work and team bandwidth with a single 
source of truth

Projects with sections to organize work based 
on stages, owners, or other categories

Custom fields to track anything; from 
status to priority to cost

Tasks with assignee, due dates, 
attachments, comments



2.  Connect the tools you use

Connect apps like Gmail and Slack to action 
conversations

Determine other applications 
you need to connect



3.  Find info and get feedback faster

Use My Tasks and Inbox to find 
information and get feedback faster

Use search to find info across tasks, 
projects, conversations and more



4. Keep everyone aligned as things change

Use conversations to keep up to 
dateProvide status updates



5.  Effective and actionable meetings

Jumpstart your meetings with templates Add topics and assign out 
for accountability



Next steps, let us know if you need help with your remote 
work ecosystem

Launch brand campaign

COORDINATION

Work management

and more

COMMUNICATION

and more

FILES

and more

PRODUCTIVITY



Next steps

We will send you a follow up with information that will include:

Tips
Additional information on 

how to set up your team for 
remote work

Forum
Ask questions and help 

contribute  to the community

Webinar
Tips from Anna Binder, 
Asana’s head of People 

Operations

Integrations
Connect to additional apps



Thank you



Appendix



#1 Provide visibility into work and 
team bandwidth 

Tasks with assignee, due dates, 
attachments, comments

Custom fields to track anything; from 
status to priority to cost

Projects with sections to organize
work based on stages, owners, or 
other categories

Timeline to plan your project and 
keep your team on schedule

Multi-homing: tasks live in multiple 
team projects for visibility and 
accountability



#2 Connect the tools you use

Connect your emails like Gmail and 
Outlook

Connect your team’s chat tools like 
Slack or Microsoft Teams so 
conversations are actionable

Connect files like Google Drive, 
OneDrive, Dropbox and Box  so 
content is accessible

Add integrations to hundreds of over 
tools that your team may be using



#3 Find info and get feedback 
faster

Proofing and Approvals for organized 
feedback

Files tab to quickly find important 
attachments in one place

My Tasks to find all the work 
assigned to you in one place

Inbox to keep up to date on work 
happening & inbox filters to quickly 
find what’s most relevant to you

Advanced Search to track down 
projects and tasks



#4 Keep everyone aligned as 
things change

Post status updates on projects for 
relevant stakeholders

Easily add collaborators on tasks to 
keep relevant stakeholders in the loop

Post project conversations to 
update all relevant stakeholders 
through one announcement

Comment on tasks to keep your team 
in the loop, or get more information

Timeline to adjust project plans 
and keep everyone aligned



#5 Effective and actionable 
meetings

Tasks for action items, agendas, and 
notes to ensure follow-through

Conversations to update meeting 
participants

Templates for meeting agendas

Calendar and Timeline view to keep 
track of deadlines for action items

Provide an area for asynchronous 
team discussion without having to 
get everyone on a call


